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1. Input & Output List1. Input & Output List

 I/O List is a document containing list of instrumentation which serve as an input or output of control system. 
Therefore, only the tag number that physically has a cable which connects to the control system appears on I/O 
List.
 When there are more than one control system in a plant (let say PCS and SIS), the I/O list shall clearly 
indicates which instruments is assigned to which control system or may separate them to different section in the 
document.
 In I/O list, the following information should be stated but not limited to:

i. Tag number
ii. Loop Number
iii. Service description
iv. P&ID Number
v. Type of Instrument
vi. Location
vii. I/O Type
viii. Control System
ix. Range or set point

The information column in which I/O list contains may be as simple as above, however some project require I/O 
list to be detailed by having alarm list, controller action, logic “0”/“1”descriptor. Later on, I/O list would include I/O 
number assignment (rack, slot, channel number) which information to be provided by control system vendor.

The purpose of I/O List
I/O list is used to determine the size of control system required by project, by counting how many I/O exists 
within a plant by each control system
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2. Instrument Index:2. Instrument Index:

 Instrument index is a document containing list of instrument devices within a plant. Instrument index shall 
include tag number of all physical instruments (e.g. field instrument, physical alarm and indicator) and pseudo 
instrument which commonly named “soft tag” (e.g DCS indication, alarm, and controller).

 Instrument index shall be created at the beginning of project and considered as a live document which should 
be kept updated even though the plant has been operated. Instrument index shall be revised if there is any plant 
or system modification which impact to additional, removal, or resetting of instrument.

In instrument index document, the following information should be stated but not limited to:

i. Tag number
ii. Loop Number
iii. Type of Instrument
iv. Location
v. Service description
vi. P&ID Number
vii. Line number or equipment number
viii. I/O Type
ix. Control System
x. Range or set point along with engineering unit used

 Applicable reference Document (Instrument Data Sheet Number, Hook-up Drawing Number, Instrument 
Layout Number, Loop Drawing Number)

Package Number
Manufacturer
Model Number
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Instrument Index:Instrument Index:

 The following references are required in preparing instrument index to make it complete of information:

 Reference drawing: P&ID, HMB

P&ID (Piping and Instrumentation Diagram)

 From P&ID all instrument tag number are gathered along with its associated information such as service 
description, instrument type, line/equipment number, set point. A good quality P&ID may have distinct symbol 
that distinguish control system to which each instrument connected.
HMB (Heat and Material Balance)

 We can determine measurement range of instrument based on process data on each stream from HMB (Heat 
and Material Balance).

 Reference document: Cause & Effect
Instrument index should include fire and gas related tag numbers. Fire and gas devices usually do not appear in 
P&ID, they are stated in cause and effect instead.

The purpose of instrument index
From its self explanatory name, instrument index will be referred as an index for many purposes as follow:
As a basis to prepare the I/O list by extracting only the tag number which has I/O point
Searching, Listing, Filtering a tag number
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3. Instrument Data sheet3. Instrument Data sheet

 Instrument Data Sheet is a document containing specification and information of an instrument device. It specifies general
information of instrument such as tag number identification, service description, location (line number/equipment number), P&ID
number or drawing number reference, process data (if applicable), calibrated range (if applicable), material, performance details (such
as accuracy, linearity – if applicable), hazardous certification (for electrical device), accessories required, etc. The details of
information in data sheet may differ among each types of instrument such as transmitter, switch, gauge, control valve.
Reference document: Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID), Heat and Material Balance (HMB), line list, instrument
specification, piping specification, calculation, vendor catalog.

 Preparing a data sheet requires some document/drawing references. The following steps describe the work flow:

 P&ID provides general information such as instrument tag number, service description, line number/equipment number, P&ID
number.

 Process data. Some of the following process data should be available for selection of instrument; fluid type, fluid state (gas/liquid),
design pressure, operating pressure, design temperature, operating temperature, flow rate, density, viscosity, specific gravity, ratio
specific heat (gas), molecular weight (gas). However, the information of process data which is required to be specified in the data
sheet varies depends on the instrument type. For example, a pressure gauge data sheet does not require ratio of specific heat. By
knowing those process data, Instrument engineer may select material of instrument, calibrated range, body rating, etc. Process data
can be obtained from process discipline document named “Heat and Material Balance”. Other way, instrument engineer may look to
the line list, also issued by process discipline, to get general process data. However, compared to HMB, only limited process data is
provided in line list document.

 Project specification. Company has specification which details minimum requirement for instrumentation. In addition, it also
provides standard that shall be applied to instrument in order to have uniform specification for certain instrument throughout the plant.
This is intended to minimize the spare part and tools, also to give ease of maintenance.

 Calculation. Some instrument need to be calculated to have a proper size. This calculation is required prior data sheet
preparation. Control valve, pressure safety valve, orifice plate, thermowell are some of instruments which need to be calculated.
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Instrument Data sheetInstrument Data sheet

 Vendor catalog. It is recommended to refer vendor catalog during data sheet preparation to ensure that the device is 
available on the market. Skipping this activity could result difficulties in finding the instrument on the market during 
procurement phase. If the instrument is not available on the market, it could change the design, not only the instrument 
design but also could revert back up to process design. Not only re-work, it also could result to project delay.

 Code and Standard. Last but not least, cross check to the related code and standard is needed although this issue 
mostly has been covered in project specification.

The purpose of instrument data sheet
When the data sheet completed, it is attached to requisition which to be sent to several vendors. Vendors will offer their 
quotation with various model and manufacturer among the offers. It is an instrument engineer responsibility to evaluate all 
quotation and determine which offer is technically acceptable.
Having been considered its technical and commercial aspects, the instrument is purchased. Following the purchase order, 
vendor will submit supporting document and drawing. Based on vendor data, instrument data sheet may be updated to 
accommodate details to make the data sheet “as-built”.
Finally, data sheet along with its supporting vendor data are stored in library or document control and will be referred during 
construction, operation and maintenance.
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4. Hookup Drawing4. Hookup Drawing

Hook-up drawing is a detailed drawing showing typical installation of instrument in a correct manner so that instrument operates 
properly (gives accurate indication and prevent any issued which could potentially affect the measurement such as liquid trap in 
gas impulse line).

Hook-up drawing indicates tubing slopes, position of instrument in reference to process tapping point, scope break between 
instrument vs piping.

Hook-up drawing also gives information the requirement of bulk material for each installation. It also details its specification (size, 
type and material) and the quantity.

There are two types of hook-up drawing:
1. Process Hook-Up
This hook-up drawing contains typical installations for instrument which connects to the process
1. Pneumatic Hook-Up
This hook-up drawing contains typical installations for instrument which requires instrument air such as control valve, actuated
valve
Reference drawing: P&ID, Installation Detail Specification, Piping Specification
P&ID tells the designer which instrument requires a hook-up drawing. A good designer can also read whether the instrument 
tapped in gas service or liquid service.

Battery limit between instrument and piping shall be made clear, this is stated in P&ID symbol and typical sheet or piping 
documents.

Installation detail specification will also specify items that should be utilized and factor that should be considered in one installation

The purpose of Instrument Hook Up Drawing
As stated earlier, information of the requirement of bulk material is stated for installation on each sheet hence the bulk material 
required for the whole drawings could be summarized and tabulated in a document named Material Take Off.
During project construction phase, this drawing is also referred as a guidance of how to install the instrument properly.
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5. Instrument Loop Diagram5. Instrument Loop Diagram

 Loop diagram represents detailed drawing showing a connection from one point to control system. It could be connection 
between:

 Field instrument to control system (or vice versa)

 Signal from Control Panel to control system (or vice versa)

 from MCC to control system (or vice versa)

 Signal form one control system to another system

 Loop diagram shows instrument (in a symbol) and its terminal numbers which are to be connected, instrument cable 
number, junction box number, terminal number assigned for the specified instrument, multi-pair cable and pair number , 
marshaling cabinet number, terminal number in marshaling cabinet, control system details (rack, slot, I/O channel). It also 
clearly indicates location of each equipment by means of border line as a limit.

Loop Diagram usually shows a single control loop which means it could only contains just one input (sensor to control 
system), just one output (control system to final element) or combination of both

 Reference drawing
To have the loop diagram completed and provide complete information, the following are list of data required along with its 
source/reference:
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Instrument Loop DiagramInstrument Loop Diagram

 Instrument Terminal number. Most instrument could be assumed to use (+) and (-). Terminals. Instrument which needs 
special arrangement such as smoke detector or instrument which in series loop, requires manufacturer connection detail to 
make the cable is properly connected.

 Junction box terminal number, this information could be obtained from JB wiring connection

 Marshaling terminal number, this information could be obtained from marshaling wiring connection.

 I/O point detail information. Obtain this information from I/O assignment which is produced by system integrator or control 
system vendor.

 The purpose of instrument loop diagram
It is used in checking of a correct installation and connection when tested during pre-commissioning, commissioning and also 
for trouble shooting during operation.
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6. Instrument Layout Diagram6. Instrument Layout Diagram

 Instrument Layout is also known as instrument location plan. This drawing shows the exact position of each instruments 
with reference to plant layout. The drawing shall detail:

 The point indication of instrument position and its mounting stand where instrument to be mounted and process tap 
location. 

 Often the tap location and the instrument is separated quite distant. In some project, it is not mandatory to show the 
process tap location.

 Elevation information of instrument (and its mounting stand) and process tap.
Junction box location including its elevation.

 Instrument Air Manifold location including its elevation.

 Reference drawing: Piping plan, Isometric, P&ID

 To prepare instrument layout, designer should obtain piping plan which will used as a background. Refer to Piping isometric 
and P&ID to verify the location of tapping point location. Instrument shall be mounted on instrument stand at location as close 
as possible to the tapping point or at location where required by operator for ease maintenance/reading.

 The purpose of Instrument Layout Drawing
Instrument layout derives other layout related to instrument discipline such as instrument cable layout and instrument tubing 
layout. In instrument cable layout, cable connecting instrument and junction box as well as cable connecting junction box and
control room will be routed with reference to instrument layout drawing.

 Likewise, the instrument which requires air supply such as control valves, actuated valves will have its tubing drawn in 
instrument tubing layout with reference to instrument layout drawing.
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7. Cause & 7. Cause & Effect Effect DiagramDiagram

 Some project categorizes Cause and effect is part of process document and some other projects consider Cause and effect 
is part of instrument deliverables. Literally, “cause” means something that makes something else happen and “effect” is what 
happens as a result of the cause.

 The interaction between cause and effect could simple to complex. For a simple example in process control: cause could 
be a tank high liquid level alarm and effect could be open the tank outlet valve. The complex example could be like this: If 
minimum two flame detectors detect fire in area 1 and coincide with one flame detector detect fire in area 2, then it should 
close valve A, close valve B, open valve C, de-energize the power outlet, etc.

 Cause and effect is presented as a form of matrix. The causes are listed in left section while the effects are listed on top 
section, both are described in form of tag number with their descriptions (other additional information such as P&ID may 
supplement). The marked intersection between both means that they are related as cause-effect. Marks could be in form of 
letter “X” which mean effect will be activated, “T” which mean effect will be activated with time delay, “P” which mean cause
will give permissive to an effect.

 Reference document: SAFE Chart, philosophy

 SAFE Chart presents the required safety devices for each process equipment. SAFE Chart shall ensure all safety 
requirements have been fulfilled and what executive actions the safety devices take.

 Philosophy provide the narration and engineer shall translate it to cause and effect interaction so that the plant operates as
the intended philosophy.

 The purpose of Cause and Effect document
Cause and effect document will be translated to program language by control system engineer and implemented in control 
system as logic. These logic will always monitor plant during operation and works if pre-determined condition attained.
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8. Cable Schedule8. Cable Schedule

 Cable Schedule is a document containing list of instrument cable This document shows cable as well as gland required 
by each instrument or connection. 

The information of the cable schedule shall consists:

i. Cable Number
ii. Cable Type / Specification
iii. Cable Size
iv. Cable Length
v. Source and destination termination description
vi. Cable gland type and size for each incoming cable

 Reference document: Instrument Index / I/O List

 Reference drawing: Instrument Cable Layout, Interconnection block diagram

 Filter tag numbers that has a wire from instrument index.

 I/O list will cover most of the tag number, because it only show instrument tag number which has I/O and therefore 
require wires.

 Please note that instrument which is not loop powered requires additional cable for power.

 Instrument cable layout and interconnection block diagram will make the preparation of cable schedule more 
convenience in specifying cable source and destination.
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Cable ScheduleCable Schedule--TemplateTemplate

 The purpose of Cable Schedule

 Cable schedule is a reference in preparing Material Take-Off of cable for procurement. However, cable length shown on 
this document are approximate only. Therefore, there should be contingency for material procurement to allow spare for cable 
cutting, unexpected barrier in the field, riser, etc.

 Cable schedule will be referred also during construction phase, however it is not recommended to cut the cable based on 
the length information stated on the cable schedule. For actual cutting during installation, the common practice is to pull the 
cable from its drum and cut in the field.
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9. Project Interconnection Diagram9. Project Interconnection Diagram

 Interconnection block diagram is a drawing showing interconnection between each device including instrument, junction 
box, marshaling cabinet, panel, etc. This drawing can provide a glance view of overall connection of system. Some 
interconnection block diagrams provide detail information start from every field instruments up to control system. In larger 
project, this interconnection block diagram shows only from junction box / package system to main control system while the 
connection from junction box to each instrument is shown in junction box wiring diagram. Interconnection block diagram 
should also indicate cable number of each cable connecting two devices.

 Reference drawing: Instrument and control architecture diagram, instrument cable layout
To prepare an interconnection block diagram, reference should be made to instrument architecture diagram and Instrument 
cable layout.

 Instrument and control architecture diagram shows overall instrument and control system within a plant. Hence by having 
a look to architecture diagram, the preparation of interconnection block diagram is easier.
Instrument cable layout shows every instruments connection to its junction box.

The purpose of interconnection block diagram drawing
As a reference for preparing junction box wiring diagram/ connection list and marshaling cabinet wiring diagram which both 
subsequently are required for preparing instrument loop diagram.
Together with instrument cable layout, this drawing is also used as a reference for preparing instrument cable schedule
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